Initially this paper was conceived as a short appendix to the recent article of Olshanetsky Ol2] on the Martin boundary of symmetric spaces (which appeared nearly 25 years after the rst research announcement Ol1]), and was supposed to provide the reader with a background information about what was going on in the area during all that time. A preliminary version was circulated in 1993 under the title \An introduction to boundary theory of invariant Markov operators". Alas, soon it outgrew any reasonable limits for such an appendix, so that instead I decided to make of it a separate survey of the development of the boundary theory of invariant Markov operators on groups and homogeneous spaces during the last 2-3 decades (preserving, however, a special section devoted to boundaries of symmetric spaces, semi-simple Lie groups and their discrete subgroups). Still, trying to keep the survey as brief as possible, I had to omit a (rather large) number of topics closely connected with the boundary theory (ergodic properties and singularity of the harmonic measure with respect to other natural boundary measures; connections with such numerical characteristics as the spectral radius, growth, the rate of escape and the Hausdor dimension of the harmonic measure; harmonic invariant measures of the geodesic ow, etc.). My intention was to concentrate on general ideas and methods used for describing the Martin boundary and its probabilistic counterpart { the Poisson boundary. These methods mostly bear a geometrical nature and in a sense are complementary to the approach used by Olshanetsky (direct estimate of the Green kernel by means of the harmonic analysis).
For a more extensive bibliography on random walks and Markov operators on algebraic and geometrical structures the reader is referred to KV] A Markov operator on a measure space (X; m) is a linear operator P : L 1 (X; m) -such that 1) P preserves the cone of non-negative functions;
2) P1 = 1 for the constant function 1(x) 1 8 x 2 X; 3) Pf n # 0 a.e. whenever f n # 0.
If P is an integral operator, i.e., Pf(x) = R p(x; y)f(y)dm(y), then the kernel functions p(x; ) are called its transition densities, and the probability measures x = p(x; )m { its transition probabilities. If P is a Lebesgue measure space (i.e., its nonatomic part is isomorphic to the unit interval with the Lebesgue measure on it; e.g., see CFS] ), then the transition probabilities x (generally speaking, singular with respect to m), can be uniquely (mod 0) de ned for a.e. point x 2 X by using existence of regular conditional probabilities in Lebesgue spaces, and the operator P can be presented as Pf(x) = R f(y) d x (y) Ka9]. A measurable function f on X is called P-harmonic if f = Pf, i.e., if f satis es the following mean value property: f(x) = R f(y) d x (y) for a.e. x 2 X.
The adjoint operator of a Markov operator P acts in the space of measures absolutely continuous with respect to m, so that h P; fi = h ; Pfi (a standard convention in the theory of Markov operators is that one puts P on the right to denote the action of its adjoint operator on measures). For an arbitrary initial distribution m let P be the corresponding Markov measure in the path space X Z + = fx = (x 0 ; x 1 ; : : :)g of the Markov chain determined by the operator P. The one-dimensional distribution of the measure P at time n is P n . See Dy2], Fo2], Kr] , Re] for a general theory of Markov operators.
Examples of Markov operators.
If the state space X is countable (and m is the counting measure on X), then a Markov operator P is determined by the set of its transition probabilities p(x; y). If X is a locally nite graph, then the transition probabilities p(x; y) = 1=d x , where y is a neighbour of x and d x is the total number of such neighbours, determine the Markov operator of the simple random walk on X Wo3].
Another important class of Markov operators arises from di usion processes on smooth manifolds X. In this case the time 1 transition operator P = P 1 can be included in the semigroup of operators P t = e tD , where D is the generating operator of the di usion. The transition densities of the operators P t are fundamental solutions of the corresponding heat equation @u=@t = Du. All P-harmonic functions are smooth, and the \global harmonicity" with respect to the operator P is equivalent to the usual \local harmonicity" (Df 0) determined by the operator D. If D is the Laplacian of a Riemannian metric on X, then this di usion process is called the Brownian motion on X An2].
For both these classes of Markov operators their transition probabilities are absolutely continuous (with respect to the counting measure in the rst case and with respect to the smooth measure class in the second case). There is also an interesting class of Markov operators such that their transition probabilities, although being singular \globally" (with respect to the measure m on the state space X), can be considered as absolutely continuous in a \local sense". Namely, suppose that the space (X; m) is endowed with a measured equivalence relation R (e.g., see HK] ). Then X splits into equivalence classes (often called leaves) x] X, and a.e. leaf x] carries a measure class denoted m x] . In the non-trivial case when the set of leaves is uncountable, the measure classes m x] are a.e. singular with respect to m. In this situation any measurable family of probability measures x m x] ; x 2 X concentrated on classes x] determines a global Markov operator P : L 1 (X; m) -whose transition probabilities x are singular with respect to m. On the other hand, sample paths of the associated Markov chain are con ned to single leaves, and the transition probabilities of the corresponding local There are two basic examples of measured equivalence relations: countable equivalence relations and measured Riemannian foliations, which correspond to two previously described classes of Markov operators (on countable sets and on smooth manifolds). In the rst case the equivalence classes are countable Pau] , Ka16]; in the second case the equivalence classes have a Riemannian structure, and the local Markov operators correspond to di usion processes on equivalence classes Ga] , Ka4].
Invariant Markov operators.
If the measure space (X; m) is endowed with a measure type preserving (left) action of a locally compact group G, then a Markov operator P : L 1 (X; m) -is called invariant if it commutes with the group action by translations in the space L 1 (X; m). If X = G is the group itself, and m is the left Haar measure on G, then a Markov operator P : L 1 (X; m) -is G-invariant if and only if it has the form P f(x) = R f(xg) d (g), where is a Borel probability measure on G. The corresponding Markov chain is called the (right) random walk on G determined by the measure . The position of the random walk at time n is x n = x 0 h 1 h 2 h n , where h i are independent -distributed random variables (increments of the random walk). The operator P acts on measures on G as the convolution P = . In particular, if the initial distribution of the random walk is concentrated at the identity e, then the one-dimensional distribution at time n of the corresponding measure P = P e in the path space is the n-fold convolution n .
Another example of invariant Markov operators is provided by covering Markov operators, in which case G is a countable group, and its action on the space (X; m) is completely dissipative (so that X is the union of pairwise disjoint translations gX 0 of a \fundamental domain" X 0 ). Both random walks on countable groups and di usion processes on covering manifolds belong to this class LS], Ka13]. Yet another example is given by so called geodesic random walks on covering metric spaces KM].
Quotients of Markov operators.
Let be a measurable partition (e.g., see CFS] ) of the state space (X; m) of a Markov operator P. The operator P determines a quotient Markov operator P on the quotient space (X ; m ) if and only if P preserves the space of -measurable functions on X. In particular, let X = G be a countable group, { the partition of G into right H-classes gH of a subgroup H G, and P = P { the operator of the right random walk on G determined by a measure . Then the projection from G onto G=H determines a G-invariant Markov operator on G=H if and only if (hgH) = (gH) 8 h 2 H; g 2 G ;
and the transition probabilities of the quotient operator are completely determined by the values (HgH) ; 2 H. Conversely, any G-invariant Markov operator on G=H can be obtained in this way for a measure satisfying the above condition. In other words, the space of G-invariant Markov operators on G=H is isomorphic to the measure algebra of the double coset hypergroup HnG=H, see KW2]. For a general locally compact group G one can describe in a similar way all invariant Markov operators on the space G=H whenever the partition of G into the right H-classes is measurable. In particular, if G is a semi-simple Lie group with nite center and K { its maximal compact subgroup, then there is a one-to-one correspondence between G-invariant Markov operators on the symmetric space G=K and probability measures on G, which are bi-invariant with respect to K (cf. Section 3).
Boundary theory of Markov operators.
There are two approaches to the boundary theory of Markov operators, i.e., to describing the behaviour of the corresponding Markov chains at in nity. One is based on potential theory and leads to the Martin boundary and Martin compacti cation. The other one uses methods and language of measure theory and ergodic theory and leads to the Poisson boundary. These two boundaries are closely connected; namely, the Martin boundary is responsible for integral representation of positive harmonic functions, whereas the Poisson boundary via the Poisson formula gives an integral representation of bounded harmonic functions. Considered as a measure space with the representing measure of the constant harmonic function, the Martin boundary is isomorphic to the Poisson boundary.
However, there is a principal di erence between these two boundaries. The Martin boundary is a bona de topological space and requires for its de nition a topology on the state space of the Markov operator (it is de ned as the pointwise closure of the Green functions in the projective space of functions on the state space). On the other hand, the Poisson boundary is a purely measure theoretical object and is de ned as the space of ergodic components of the time shift in the path space (i.e., as the quotient of the path space with respect a certain measurable partition). The latter de nition uses the following fundamental property of Lebesgue measure spaces: a one-to-one correspondence between their measurable partitions, complete -algebras, and their homomorphic images (in the category of measure spaces mod 0), e.g., see CFS] . Thus, the Poisson boundary (unlike the Martin boundary) can be de ned for an arbitrary Markov operator on a Lebesgue measure space (if the state space of a Markov operator is a Lebesgue space, then the corresponding path space is also a Lebesgue space). Note that attempts to treat the Poisson boundary as a topological space by introducing a topology on it often shroud its true nature and lead to unnecessary technical complications.
Traditionally, the Martin boundary is a more popular object (or, at least, term) than the Poisson boundary, although from a probabilistic point of view it would be more natural to look rst at measure-theoretical objects, and only then at topological ones. Actually, the de nition of the Poisson boundary can be traced back to the papers of Blackwell Bl] Suppose rst that the state space X of a Markov operator P is countable. The Green kernel of the operator P is de ned as G(x; y) = 1 X n=0 p n (x; y) ; where p n are the n-step transition probabilities (transition probabilities of the operator P n ). The Green kernel satis es the relation G(x; y) = F(x; y)G(y; y), where F(x; y) is the probability to ever visit the point y starting from the point x. If the operator P is irreducible in the sense that F(x; y) > 0 8 x; y 2 X (i.e., any two states communicate), then either F(x; y) = 1; G(x; y) = 1 8 x; y 2 X, or F(x; y) < 1; G(x; y) < 1 8 x; y 2 X.
In the rst case the operator P ( 
In more invariant terms what we have just said means that the Green kernel is used for embedding the state space X into the compact projective space PR X + of nonnegative functions on X, after which the Martin compacti cation is obtained by taking the closure of this embedding.
Representation of positive harmonic functions.
A positive harmonic function f on X is called minimal if any positive harmonic function f 0 dominated by f is a multiple of f. All minimal harmonic functions belong to the Martin boundary (with proper normalization), and the (Borel) subset of the Martin boundary consisting of minimal harmonic functions is often called the minimal Martin boundary (in general, it is not even dense in the whole Martin boundary). Any positive harmonic function f of the operator P can be uniquely represented as an integral of minimal harmonic functions 1.3. Martin boundary in more general situations.
In the same way one can consider the embedding of X into PR X + determined by the -Green kernel G (x; y) = P ?n p n (x; y) for a parameter 6 = 1. Provided that G (x; y) < 1 8 x; y 2 X, the corresponding -Martin boundary is responsible for integral representation of positive -harmonic functions, i.e., such functions f that Pf = f.
The Martin boundary can be also de ned for more general Markov operators. In the case of di usion processes on manifolds the construction above can be reproduced almost literally. Note that in this situation one can consider two Green operators: the discrete time operator P 1 n=0 P n , and the continuous time operator One should note here that the Martin boundary does not have good functorial properties in the category of Markov operators; see Mol1] , Fr], Ta3], PW3] for a discussion of problems connected with the Martin boundary for a product of two operators, and CSa] for an example when the Martin boundary of the operator P = P (n)P n with P being the Markov operator of the equidistributed random walk on the free group is di erent from the Martin boundary of P.
1.4. Martin boundary of abelian and nilpotent groups.
Let now P be the Markov operator of the right random walk on a countable group G determined by a probability measure . Then the Green kernel is G-invariant, so that G(x; y) = G(x ?1 y) 8 x; y 2 G, and F(x; y) > 0 8 x; y 2 G if and only if the measure satis es the following non-degeneracy condition: the semigroup generated by its support coincides with the whole group G (in other words, any two points from the group communicate with respect to the corresponding random walk). The action of the group G extends by continuity to the Martin boundary, and the harmonic measure of an arbitrary point g 2 G is g = g , where = e is the harmonic measure of the identity e.
All minimal harmonic functions on abelian and, more generally, nilpotent groups are R + -valued multiplicative characters of these groups. For the abelian groups this result is known as the Choquet{Deny theorem CD]. The idea of the proof is very simple. If f is a harmonic function, then f(g) f(gx) (x) 8 g; x 2 G. Since G is abelian, the translation T x f(g) = f(gx) = f(xg) is also a -harmonic function, and by the above it is dominated by f if (x) > 0. The function f being minimal, it implies that the functions T x f and f are proportional. Thus, if the measure is non-degenerate, the function f must be a multiplicative character. As the constant function 1 can not be decomposed as a non-trivial integral of multiplicative characters, it is minimal (so that the harmonic measure is concentrated on a single point). For nilpotent groups one has to apply the same argument to the center of the group G and to use induction on degrees of nilpotency Mar1]. The key ingredient of this proof is a Harnack inequality for positive harmonic functions, so that it also works for covering Markov operators with a nilpotent deck group LS], LP] or for nilpotent Lie groups.
Describing the Martin compacti cation and not just the minimal Martin boundary requires a much harder analysis. It seems, nothing is known about the Martin boundary of nilpotent groups. As for abelian groups, a description of the Martin boundary was obtained for a class of random walks with an exponential moment condition using harmonic analysis methods NS] . In this case the Martin boundary as a set coincides with the minimal Martin boundary. An analogous result for random walks on compact extensions of R n is proven in Bab1]. On the other hand, there is an example of a transient random walk on Z with non-minimal points in the Martin boundary CSa].
1.5. Martin boundary of free groups.
The rst example of describing non-trivial Martin boundary of a random walk on a discrete group was that of the random walk on a free group F d with d generators fa i : i = 1; : : :; dg determined by the measure equidistributed on the set of generators: (a i ) = 1=2d. This random walk coincides with the simple random walk on the homogeneous tree of degree 2d (the Cayley graph of the group F d ). Dynkin and Malyutov DMal] explicitly calculated the Green kernel of this random walk and showed that the Martin compacti cation coincides with the end compacti cation of the Cayley graph (see also DYu] , Car]). Thus, the Martin boundary coincides with the space of ends, or, in other terms, with the space of in nite irreducible words in the alphabet fa i g. The harmonic measure in this case is equidistributed on the space of ends.
Later, Levit and Molchanov LM] extended this result to an arbitrary probability measure supported by the set of generators fa i g also by calculating the Martin kernel.
The crucial idea here is that in order to visit a word, say g = a i 1 a i 2 : : : a i k , starting from the group identity e, one has to visit all intermediate points g 1 = a i 1 ; g 2 = a i 1 a i 2 ; : : :. This method does not use group invariance of the random walk at all and is applicable to any transient nearest neighbour Markov chain on a tree.
For non-nearest neighbour random walks on the free group an explicit calculation of the Green kernel in this way is no longer possible. Nonetheless, a slight modi cation of the above method still allows one to identify the Martin boundary with the space of ends. One should use the fact that if the lengths of one-step \jumps" are uniformly bounded (the corresponding operator has bounded range), then in order to visit a certain point one has to pass through a family of nite barrier sets between the origin and this point. 3) dist (x; U i+1 ) (dist (x; x i )) 8 x 2 @U i . Now, if P is a Markov operator on X such that its spectral radius in L 2 (X; m) is strictly less than 1, and P is \local" (P is the time 1 operator of a di usion process on a smooth manifold X, or, P is a bounded range operator on a locally nite graph X), then the Green function is almost multiplicative along the -chain: 1 K G(x m ; x 1 ) G(x m ; x k )G(x k ; x 1 ) K 8 1 < k < m for a constant K = K( ; P).
If X is a hyperbolic space in the sense of Gromov Gro2], then there is a -chain along any in nite geodesic ray in X, so that the Green function is almost multiplicative along geodesics. The latter property alone is su cient to prove that the Martin compacti cation coincides with the hyperbolic compacti cation of X Ka12]. The class of hyperbolic spaces contains both discrete hyperbolic objects (e.g., trees, fundamental groups of compact negatively curved manifolds, and, more generally, convex cocompact groups) and Cartan{Hadamard manifolds with pinched negative curvature. Thus, Ancona's theory is applicable to all these situations provided the Markov operator is local and its spectral radius is less than 1 (note that no group invariance is required).
For Cartan{Hadamard manifolds hyperbolicity is equivalent to the uniform visibility property, and the hyperbolic boundary coincides with the visibility boundary. Recently, Kifer Ki3] and Cao Cao] showed that for Cartan{Hadamard manifolds hyperbolicity implies that the spectral radius of the Markov operator of the Brownian motion is strictly less than 1 (i.e., 0 does not belong to the L 2 -spectrum of the Laplacian). Thus, the Martin compacti cation coincides with the visibility compacti cation for all Cartan{Hadamard manifolds with uniform visibility property. An analogous result for the Brownian motion on polygonal complexes is announced in BK].
However, the \local character" of the Markov chain (i.e., the \ nite range" condition in discrete situations) seems to be essential for a successful identi cation of the Martin boundary with the hyperbolic boundary (for example, it is unclear whether Ancona's technique works for hyperbolic graphs with even a \very fast" decay of transition probabilities instead of the nite range condition; cf. the exponential moment condition used in describing the Martin boundary on abelian groups 1.4). A recent example of Ballmann and Ledrappier BL2] shows that there is a probability measure with a nite rst logarithmic moment on a free group such that the Martin boundary of the corresponding random walk is homeomorphic to the circle and not to the space of ends (although from the measure theoretical point of view the Poisson boundary is still the space of ends). This example uses a discretization of the Brownian motion on the hyperbolic plane { see 2.6. Let P be a Markov operator on a Lebesgue measure space (X; m). We shall say that two paths x and x 0 in the path space (X Z + ; P m ) are -equivalent if there exist n; n 0 0 such that T n x = T n 0 x 0 , where T : (x n ) 7 ! (x n+1 ) is the time shift in the path space (in other words, is the trajectory equivalence relation of the shift T). Let S be the -algebra of all measurable unions of -classes (mod 0). Since (X Z + ; P m ) is a Lebesgue space, there is a (unique up to an isomorphism) measurable space ? and a map bnd : X Z + ! ? such that the -algebra S coincides with the -algebra of bnd-preimages of measurable subsets of ? (i.e., ? is the space of ergodic components of the shift T). The space ? is called the Poisson boundary of the operator P. The measure type ] on ? which is the image of the type of the measure P m is called the harmonic measure type. For any initial probability distribution m on X the measure = bnd(P ) ] is called the harmonic measure corresponding to .
Let H 1 (X; m; P) L 1 (X; m) be the space of bounded harmonic functions of the operator P. If f 2 H 1 (X; m; P), then as it follows from the martingale convergence theorem, for a.e. path x there exists the limit b f(x) = lim f(x n ) which is clearly S- 
Conditional Markov operators.
If A is a measurable subset of the Poisson boundary, then by the Markov property for any cylinder set C = C x 0 ;x 1 ;:::;x n in the path space P x 0 (C \ bnd ?1 A) = P x 0 (C)P x n (bnd ?1 A) = P x 0 (C) x n (A) (for simplicity we assume that the state space is countable; the general case is treated along the same lines modulo some incantations about Lebesgue spaces, measurable partitions and conditional measures Ka9]). In other words,
which means that conditioning by A (more rigorously, by bnd ?1 A) gives rise to the Markov operator P A f = P(f' A )=' A , where ' A (x) = x (A) = P x (bnd ?1 A) is the harmonic function corresponding to the indicator function 1 A (the operator P A is called the Doob transform of the operator P determined by the harmonic function ' A ). Thus, for a.e. point 2 ? conditioning the measure P x 0 by gives the conditional measure (2.2.1)
so that a.e. point 2 ? determines the conditional Markov operator P which is the In the situation when one can construct the Martin compacti cation of the state space X corresponding to the operator P, formula (2.2.2) coincides with formula (1.2.2), so that the Poisson boundary admits a realization on the minimal Martin boundary with the family of harmonic measures x .
The tail boundary.
Another measure-theoretic boundary associated with a Markov operator is the tail boundary. Its de nition is analogous to the de nition of the Poisson boundary with the equivalence relation replaced by the equivalence relation such that x x 0 if T n x = T n x 0 for a certain n. The tail -algebra A 1 of all measurable unions of -classes is the limit of the decreasing sequence of -algebras A 1 n determined by the positions of sample paths at times n. In other words, the tail boundary is the quotient of the path space with respect to the tail partition which is the measurable intersection V n of the decreasing sequence of measurable partitions n corresponding to -algebras A 1 n (note that this de nition automatically implies that the tail boundary of the product of two Markov operators is the product of their tail boundaries). One can say that the tail boundary completely describes the stochastically signi cant behaviour of the Markov chain at in nity.
The tail boundary is the Poisson boundary for the space-time operator e Pf( ; n) = Pf( ; n + 1) on X Z, so that it gives integral representation of bounded harmonic sequences f n = Pf n+1 on X (which are counterparts of so-called parabolic harmonic functions in the classical setting). The tail boundary is endowed with a natural action of the time shift T induced by the time shift in the path space, and the Poisson boundary is the space of ergodic components of the tail boundary with respect to T.
The Poisson and the tail boundaries are sometimes confused, and, indeed, they do coincide for \most common" Markov operators (such operators are called steady in Ka9]).
General criteria of triviality of these boundaries and of their coincidence are provided by 0-2 laws, see De3], Ka9]. In particular, for a given initial distribution the tail boundary of a Markov operator P is trivial P { mod 0 if and only if 2.4. The identi cation problem.
Suppose that one has a measurable map from the path space (X Z + ; P m ) to a space Z such that (x) = (x 0 ) whenever x x 0 , and let = (P ) be the corresponding measures on Z (for example, if for a.e. path x there exists a limit (x) = lim x n 2 Z, then the map satis es this condition). Then by the de nition of the Poisson boundary the space Z is a quotient of the Poisson boundary ?, and the space L 1 (B; ]) is isometrically isomorphic to a subspace in H 1 (X; m; P). Thus, describing the Poisson boundary in terms of geometrical or combinatorial structures associated with the state space X would consist of two steps: rst, one has to exhibit a space Z with the above property, and, then, one has to show that in fact Z is isomorphic to the whole Poisson boundary, i.e., the projection ? ! Z is an isomorphism of measure spaces. In other words, rst one has to exhibit a certain system of invariants, and then to show completeness of this system (e.g., see Bi] , MP] for a description of Euclidean domains for which the Poisson boundary can be identi ed with the topological boundary). A particular case of the problem of describing the Poisson boundary is proving its triviality (i.e., showing that the one-point space is the only -measurable quotient of the path space).
The Poisson boundary of random walks on groups.
For random walks on groups the Poisson boundary is endowed with a natural group action (induced from the group action by translations in the path space), and g = g 8 g 2 G; m. This action is ergodic because any G-invariant harmonic function on G is obviously constant. We assume that the measure is spread-out, i.e., there is n 1 such that the convolution n is non-singular with respect to the Haar measure. In this case the measure = e on the Poisson boundary corresponding to the initial distribution e is absolutely continuous with respect to any with m. If, in addition, the measure is non-degenerate, then for any m (hence, is quasi-invariant). The measure is -stationary in the sense that = . Below we shall always consider the Poisson boundary of random walks on groups as a measure space with the measure corresponding to the initial distribution e . The Poisson boundary (?; ) is either trivial or purely non-atomic. See Ka13] for general ergodic properties of the group action on the Poisson boundary and on its quotients.
By a theorem of Foguel Fo1] the sequence of n-fold convolutions n of a probability measure on a locally compact group has the property that for any d > 0 either k n ? n+d k ! 0, or the measures n and n+d are pairwise singular for any n. Thus, for random walks on groups the tail and the Poisson boundaries coincide (mod 0) with respect to the initial distribution e (for, if k and k+d are pairwise singular for any k, then there are no measures in (2.3.1) absolutely continuous with respect to e P k = k and e P k+d = k+d simultaneously). This is a key ingredient of the entropy theory of random walks (2.10). Interrelations between the tail and the Poisson boundaries for an arbitrary initial distribution are discussed in the recent paper J].
The Poisson boundary is trivial for all non-degenerate measures on abelian and nilpotent groups (because in this case the constant function 1 is minimal { see the argument in 1.4). Note that although this result is commonly referred to as the Choquet{Deny theorem, its rst proof for countable abelian groups was obtained by Blackwell who used direct estimates for proving asymptotic invariance of convolution powers Bl]. For general abelian groups it can be also deduced from triviality of the exchangeable -algebra of the sequence of increments of the random walk (the Hewitt{Savage 0-1 law { e.g., see Me] ). Yet another proof (valid for any corecurrent covering Markov operator with a nilpotent deck group) can be found in Ka13]. Apparently, the total number of known di erent proofs of the Choquet{Deny theorem should be somewhere between 10 and 15 (we shall try to count them elsewhere).
A group G is called amenable if there exists a sequence of probability measures n on G with the property k n ? g n k ! 0 8 g 2 G (such sequence is called asymptotically invariant). This is just one from a long list of equivalent de nitions of amenability; e.g., see Pat] . As it follows from the 0-2 law (2.3.2), for a non-degenerate measure the Poisson boundary is trivial i the sequence of Cesaro averages of the n-fold convolutions n is asymptotically invariant. Moreover, if the measure is in addition aperiodic, i.e., if the measures n and n+1 are pairwise non-singular for a certain n, then the Poisson boundary is trivial i the sequence n is asymptotically invariant. Thus, the Poisson boundary is non-trivial for all non-degenerate measures on a non-amenable group (see KV] , Ka9] and references therein).
Conversely, if the group G is amenable, then using asymptotically invariant sequences one can always construct a measure with trivial Poisson boundary KV], Ro] (but there may also be measures with a non-trivial boundary; see examples below).
For a symmetric spread-out measure on an amenable Lie group the Poisson boundary is always trivial BR] (see below 2.9). On the contrary, the example from 2.7 shows that the Poisson boundary may well be non-trivial for all nitely supported symmetric probability measures on discrete amenable (in particular, solvable) groups. However, the constant function 1 always belongs to the Martin boundary for a symmetric measure on a discrete amenable group G Nor] (so that, if the Poisson boundary is non-trivial, then the Martin boundary contains a non-minimal point).
Note that triviality of the Poisson boundary (absence of bounded harmonic functions) by no means implies absence of positive harmonic functions. See BE] for general results on existence of positive harmonic functions on discrete solvable groups.
The formula x n = gh 1 h 2 h n states an isomorphism of the shift T in the path space of the random walk (G; ) and the skew product (g; h) 7 ! (gh 1 ; Bh) over the Bernoulli shift B in the space of increments h = (h n ). Thus, the Poisson boundary can be also de ned as the Mackey range of the G-valued cocycle g 7 ! gh 1 of the (unilateral) Bernoulli shift Zi]. In particular, the action of G on the Poisson boundary is always amenable (even if the group G itself is not amenable). A direct proof of this property can be also obtained by using the fact that the Poisson boundaries of the conditional random walks determined by points from the Poisson boundary are trivial (by de nition of the Poisson boundary), so that the 0-2 law (2.3.2) implies that Cesaro averages of onedimensional distributions of conditional random walks have the asymptotic invariance property equivalent to amenability of the action (cf. the argument above A natural condition to impose on the operator e P in order to connect its Poisson boundary with the Poisson boundary of an appropriate random walk on the deck group is corecurrence, i.e., recurrence (in the sense of Harris) of the quotient operator P on the quotient space (X; m) = ( e X; e m)=G (otherwise there is no reason to expect that the behaviour of the sample paths of the corresponding Markov chain on e X at in nity could be described just in terms of a single orbit in e X). Suppose that the operator e P satis es the following weak form of the Harnack inequality: for any two points x; y 2 e X there is " > 0 and a probability measure on e X such that (2.6.1)
For any x 2 e X let F(x) be the supremum of all " > 0 for which there exist a probability measure { on G and a probability measure on e X such that (2.6.2) x = " X {(g) go + (1 ? ") :
By (2.6.1) the function F is strictly positive; further, it is easily seen to be G-invariant and superharmonic with respect to the operator e P, so that it de nes a bounded superharmonic function of the quotient operator P, which must be constant as P is recurrent.
Denote by F > 0 the value of F, then for any x 2 e X we can present the harmonic measure x as the sum (2.6.2) with, say, " = F=2. Starting from the point x = o and repeating this procedure for points from the support of the measure , and so on, we obtain that nally the whole measure x will be replaced by a convex combination of measures go ; g 2 G, which means that
i.e., o is -stationary for the resulting measure on G.
By the Poisson formula, this implies that the restriction of any bounded e P-harmonic function to the orbit Go is -harmonic. On the other hand, -stationarity of the measure o alone does not necessarily imply that, conversely, any bounded -harmonic function can be uniquely extended to a e P harmonic function (although this may be the case in some special situations, e.g., if the group G is word hyperbolic). Example Ka3]: if e P is the Markov operator corresponding to the Brownian motion on a cover of a compact Riemannian manifold with a polycyclic fundamental group G, then the Poisson boundary of e P is trivial, so that the harmonic measure o is trivially -stationary for any measure on G, whereas there exist measures on G with non-trivial Poisson boundary (hence, with non-trivial bounded harmonic functions).
By making the decomposition (2.6.2) more speci c, one can obtain a probability measure on G such that the random walk (G; ) is naturally connected with the operator e P. First recall that if T is a Markov stopping time for the Markov chain (x n ) on e X determined by the operator e P then the distribution T of x T has the property that the harmonic measure T on the Poisson boundary of e P coincides with the harmonic measure of the initial distribution at time 0. Now suppose that the decomposition (2.6.2) can be chosen in such a way that (1 ? ") < T for a certain Markov stopping time T (provided the starting point is x). Then one can make the above discretization procedure de ned entirely in terms of Markov stopping times (without using group invariance!) LS], which allows one to prove that the Poisson boundary of e P coincides with the Poisson boundary of the random walk on G determined by the resulting measure K8] (see also more detailed expositions in Ka13] and KM]). Namely, for any bounded e P-harmonic function its restriction to the orbit Go is -harmonic, and, conversely, any bounded -harmonic function on G = Go uniquely extends to a bounded e P-harmonic function.
Imposing some additional conditions on the decomposition (2.6.2) allows one to obtain the measure such that the random walk (G; ) has the same Green function (hence, the same Martin boundary) as the original operator e P; moreover, if e P is reversible, then the measure can be chosen symmetric BL2]. Another discretization procedure, giving a measure with the same positive harmonic functions as the operator e P, is described in An2].
The Harnack inequality is satis ed for di usion processes, hence, the Poisson boundary of (the Brownian motion on) a corecurrent covering Riemannian manifold coincides with the Poisson boundary of the deck group G with an appropriate measure on it. Another class of Markov operators for which one can check the Harnack inequality is provided by geodesic random walks and similar discrete time chains with uniformly bounded jumps, so that, for example, by using this discretization procedure and a de- Ka13]. Another way of characterizing a -boundary is to say that it is a G-space with a -stationary measure such that x n weakly converges to a -measure for a.e. path (x n ) of the random walk (G; ) Fu4]. Thus, the problem of describing the Poisson boundary of (G; ) consists of two parts (cf. 2.4) :
(1) To nd (in geometric or combinatorial terms) a -boundary (B; ); (2) To show that this -boundary is maximal. If a certain compacti cation of the group G has the property that sample paths of the random walks on G converge a.e. in this compacti cation (so that it is a -boundary), and this -boundary is in fact isomorphic to the Poisson boundary of (G; ), then it means that this compacti cation is indeed maximal in a measure theoretical sense, i.e., there is no way (up to measure 0) of splitting further the boundary points of this compacti cation. Note that this property has nothing to do with solvability of the Dirichlet problem with respect to this compacti cation. For example, the Dirichlet problem is trivially solvable for the one-point compacti cation; on the other hand, even if the boundary of a certain group compacti cation can be identi ed with the Poisson boundary, it does not imply in general that the Dirichlet problem is solvable (or even that the support of the harmonic measure is the whole topological boundary); see KW1] , Wo4] for a discussion of related questions.
For nding a -boundary one can apply various direct methods of describing nontrivial behaviour of sample paths at in nity. In the case of Lie groups they usually amount to proving convergence in appropriate homogeneous spaces of the group Fu2], Az], Rau], see the example in 2.9 below.
For discrete groups the variety of situations is much wider Ka1], KV]. We shall describe here an example of a nitely generated solvable group G such that any nitely supported probability measure on G has a non-trivial -boundary (note that, however, such an example does not exist within the class of polycyclic groups { see 2.10).
Denote by fun(Z k ; Z 2 ) the additive group of nitely supported f0; 1g-valued congurations on the integer lattice Z k , and let the group of dynamical con gurations G k = Z k i fun(Z k ; Z 2 ) be the semi-direct product determined by the action T of Z k on fun(Z k ; Z 2 ) by translations. The group product in G k has the form (z 1 ; f 1 )(z 2 ; f 2 ) = (z 1 + z 2 ; f 1 + T z 1 f 2 ). Thus, if the projection of the random walk (G k ; ) to Z k is transient, and the measure is nitely supported (in fact, niteness of the rst moment of is su cient Ka8]), then for a.e. sample path (x n ; ' n ) the con gurations ' n converge pointwise to a certain (not nitely supported) con guration ' 1 , so that the space Fun(Z k ; Z 2 ) of all con gurations on Z k with the resulting measure on it is a non-trivial -boundary. Since for k 3 any non-degenerate random walk on Z k is transient, we obtain that all non-degenerate measures with a nite rst moment (in particular, nitely supported) on the groups G k ; k 3 have a non-trivial Poisson boundary. On the other hand, as the groups G k are amenable, there always exist probability measures on G k with trivial Poisson boundary (see 2.5); however, the argument above shows that they
can not be chosen to be nitely supported or even have a nite rst moment. The strip criterion (2.12) allows one to prove that if a measure has a nite rst moment and the drift of its projection to Z k is non-zero, then the space of limit con gurations ' 1 is indeed the Poisson boundary. However, for random walks with zero drift (which are all transient for k 3) the question is still open.
The problem of describing the Poisson boundary for the groups G k is closely connected with the problem of describing the exchangeable -algebra of a transient Markov chain (x n ) on a countable set X, i.e., the -algebra of all events in the path space invariant with respect to nite permutations of the parameter set Z + . The relation with the groups G k becomes clear if one takes into account the fact that the exchangeable -algebra coincides with the tail -algebra of the extended chain (x n ; ' n ) on X fun(X; Z + ), where ' n = x 0 + x 1 + + x n?1 2 fun(X; Z + ). Transience means that the functions ' n a.e. converge pointwise to a function ' 1 2 Fun(X; Z + ). Clearly, ' 1 is measurable with respect to the exchangeable -algebra. Do these functions generate the whole exchangeable -algebra? For random walks on Z k with nite rst moment and non-zero drift it follows from the strip criterion Ka15]. James and Peres JP] noticed that the answer is always positive if for a.e. sample path (x n ) there exists an in nite number of times n such that p(x i ; x j ) = 0 for any two i < n; j > n. Using this idea they proved that the exchangeable -algebra is generated by the nal occupation times ' 1 for any random walk on Z k determined by a nitely supported measure. However, their approach apparently does not apply to the groups of dynamical con gurations G k .
Other examples of non-trivial -boundaries obtained from \elementary" probabilistic and combinatorial considerations include random walks on the in nite symmetric group and on some locally nite solvable groups Ka1]. Whether these -boundaries are maximal is still an open question.
The following very useful idea of Furstenberg Fu4] gives a general method for constructing -boundaries. Let B be a separable compact G-space; its compactness implies that there exists a -stationary probability measure on B. Now, the martingale convergence theorem implies that for a.e. sample path x = (x n ) the sequence of translations x n converges weakly to a measure (x), and (2.7.1) = Z (x) dP(x) :
Thus, the map x 7 ! (x) allows one to consider the space of probability measures on B as a -boundary. This map plays an important role in Margulis' rigidity theory Mar2]. Further, the measure is necessarily purely non-atomic provided that the group generated by supp does not x a nite subset of B. If the action of G on B has the property that for any non-atomic measure all weak limit points of the translations g as g tends to in nity in G are -measures, then almost all measures (x) are -measures, so that (B; ) is a - convergence of x n in G, and the corresponding hitting distribution is the uniquestationary measure on @G (uniqueness follows from the decomposition (2.7.1) and the fact that the limit of x n depends on (x n ) only). The hyperbolic compacti cation of word hyperbolic groups and the end compacti cation of nitely generated groups satisfy both these conditions. A more involved analysis allows one to prove convergence in the Furstenberg compacti cation of the corresponding symmetric space and uniqueness of -stationary measure on the Furstenberg boundary for probability measures on a semi-simple Lie group G under natural irreducibility conditions GR1], in particular, if the group generated by supp is Zariski dense GM] (see Section 3). Another example is that of convergence to the visibility boundary and uniqueness of -stationary measures for random walks on cocompact lattices in rank one Cartan{Hadamard manifolds Bal]. A new class of examples was recently considered in KM]: random walks on the mapping class group converge in the Thurston compacti cation of Teichm uller space, and the corresponding limit distribution is the unique -stationary measure on the Thurston boundary (in fact, it is concentrated on the subset of the Thurston boundary consisting of uniquely ergodic projective measured foliations).
The Poisson boundary of Lie groups.
There are two general ideas which are especially helpful for identi cation of the Poisson boundary of Lie groups. The rst one is used for nding out group elements g 2 G such that their action on the Poisson boundary is trivial, i.e., such that f(gx) = f(x) 8f 2 H 1 (G; ); x 2 G (these group elements are called -periods). If the sequence (x ?1 n gx n ) has a limit point in G for a.e. path (x n ), then g is a -period Az], Gu1]. In particular, all elements from the center of G are -periods. This gives another proof of triviality of the Poisson boundary for abelian groups.
If the group G is compactly generated, for any compact generating subset K of G containing a neighbourhood of the identity one can de ne the length function on G as K (g) = minfn : g 2 K n g, and the corresponding (left-invariant) word distance as d K (g 1 ; g 2 ) = K (g ?1 1 g 2 ). Then g 2 G is a -period if a.e. lim inf d K (x n ; gx n ) < 1.
The other idea is used for proving maximality of a given -boundary Z. Denote by the projection from the Poisson boundary ? onto Z. Suppose that a subgroup H G acts simply transitively on Z. If for a point z 2 Z one has a non-constant bounded function ' z on the ber ? z = ?1 (z), then using the action of H one can extend ' z to a non-constant bounded H-invariant function ' on ? corresponding to a non-constant bounded H-invariant harmonic function. Thus, if one knows that there are no nonconstant H-invariant bounded harmonic functions on G, then Z in fact coincides with the Poisson boundary.
In the case when G is a non-compact semi-simple Lie group with nite center, these ideas allowed Furstenberg Fu1] to identify the Poisson boundary for an absolutely continuous non-degenerate measure with the Furstenberg boundary B of the corresponding symmetric space (see below Section 3). He also showed that the harmonic measure in this case is absolutely continuous with respect to the Haar measure on B.
By a skillful development of these ideas (and with a heavy use of the structure theory of Lie groups) Azencott Az], Guivarc'h Gu1] and, nally, Raugi Rau] obtained a description of the Poisson boundary for an arbitrary spread out probability measure with a nite rst moment (with respect to a length function K ) on a connected Lie group G as a G-space determined by a family of cocycles associated with the measure . This approach is also applicable in discrete situations when the group of automorphisms of the Markov operator is big enough to act transitively on a would-be Poisson boundary. For example, for random walks on buildings of reductive split groups over local elds it leads to a description of the Poisson boundary analogous to the Furstenberg boundary of symmetric spaces Ge1], Ge2].
Example: solvable Lie groups and polycyclic groups.
To give the reader a general impression of how this technique works let us consider the simplest solvable group { the a ne group G = A (R) = fx 7 ! ax + b; a 2 R + ; b 2 Rg of the real line. Finiteness of the rst moment of a probability measure on G is equivalent to R log + (ja(g)j + jb(g)j) d (g) < 1. Let x n = (a n ; b n ) be a sample path of the random walk (G; ), and g = (1; b). Then x ?1 n gx n = (1; a ?1 n b). Thus, if = R log a(g) d (g) 0, then H = f(1; b)g is a subgroup of the group of -periods, so that any boundedharmonic function on G depends on the component a(g) only. Since the abelian group f(a; 0)g does not have bounded harmonic functions, the Poisson boundary of the random walk (G; ) is trivial.
In the contracting case < 0 the situation is di erent, and looking at the formula for the group product in G one can immediately see that for a.e. path (x n ) there exists the limit b 1 = lim n!1 b n 2 R. Since the subgroup H acts on R simply transitively, and there are no H-invariant bounded harmonic functions, R with the corresponding family of harmonic measures is isomorphic to the Poisson boundary of (G; ).
For this group a description of the minimal Martin boundary was obtained by Elie El] . What is interesting is that even for a symmetric measure (when the Poisson boundary is trivial) there exist non-trivial positive harmonic functions given by Radon{ Nikodym derivatives of a (unique) -nite -stationary measure on R, so that the Martin boundary is non-trivial (see also BBE]). Describing the Martin compacti cation seems to be much more di cult and is an open problem (except for the case of some invariant di usion processes on A (R) Mol2], see also 3.3).
Note that niteness of the rst moment is used in this proof only to establish the convergence b n ! b 1 , so that the given proof of triviality of the Poisson boundary works for any symmetric spread out measure on A (R). Developing this idea one can prove that the Poisson boundary is trivial for an arbitrary symmetric spread out measure on an amenable Lie group without any moment conditions whatsoever BR] (in sharp contrast with the situation for discrete solvable groups { cf. 2.7).
Consider now a general semi-direct product G = A i N determined by an action T of an abelian group A = R n on a simply connected nilpotent Lie group N (see DH]). For any 2 A the corresponding tangent automorphism of the Lie algebra N determines a decomposition of N into contracting, neutral, and expanding subspaces N = N ? N 0 N + , which gives rise to a decomposition of N into a product of the corresponding groups N ? ; N 0 ; N + . For G = A (R) = R i R this decomposition is trivial, and R = N coincides with one of the groups N ? ; N 0 ; N + according to whether is negative, zero, or positive. Let be a probability measure on G with a nite rst moment, and = ( ) 2 A be the barycenter of the projection of to A, then one can show that in the decomposition N = N ? N 0 N + determined by the N ? -component converges for a.e. sample path of the random walk, so that N ? = G=AN 0 N + with the resulting measure is a -boundary, and if the measure is spread out, then N ? is the Poisson boundary. This example is a key ingredient of the description of the Poisson boundary for spread out measures with nite rst moment on general Lie groups.
Note that the proof of convergence does not require any conditions on absolute continuity of the measure . Thus, it also works for discrete subgroups of solvable Lie groups, or, slightly more generally, for all polycyclic groups (these are solvable groups with a normal series with cyclic quotients; they can be characterized as solvable groups with nitely generated abelian subgroups or as solvable groups of integer matrices). Roughly speaking (up to a semi-simple splitting), polycyclic groups are just semi-direct products G = A i N of nitely generated free abelian and torsion free nilpotent groups. If is a probability measure on G = A i N with a nite rst moment, then the barycenter of the projection of the measure onto A determines a decomposition of the Lie hull N of the group N into contracting N ? , neutral N 0 and expanding N + subgroups, and one can show (basically in the same way as in the case of solvable Lie groups) that the N ? -components converge along a.e. sample path of the random walk, which gives a non-trivial -boundary whenever 6 = 0 Ka15]. In the centered case = 0 one has to use the entropy theory for establishing triviality of the Poisson boundary for polycyclic groups Ka8], see 2.10.
Entropy and triviality of the Poisson boundary.
A countable group G can not act transitively on a non-trivial Poisson boundary.
Also, in the discrete situation usually d(x n ; gx n ) ! 1 a.e. (unless g belongs to the center of G), so that the approach described in 2.8 does not work for countable groups. Instead of using structure theory this method relies upon volume estimates for random walks and it is applicable both to discrete and continuous groups. For the sake of simplicity we shall rst describe it for the case of random walks on a countable group G (the exposition in 2.10, 2.11 is based on the papers KV], Ka2]).
Let be a probability measure on G with nite entropy
If G is a nitely generated group, and the measure has a nite rst moment in G, then its entropy is also nite De5]. The limit h(G; ) = lim n!1 H( n ) n is called the entropy of the random walk (G; ) Av1], KV], De4]. Existence of the limit h(G; ) follows from the fact that the sequence H( n ) is subadditive, because for any m; n > 0 the (n + m)-fold convolution n+m is the image of the product of the n-fold and m-fold convolutions n and m under the map (g 1 ; g 2 ) 7 ! g 1 g 2 .
The Poisson boundary of (G; ) is trivial (with respect to the measure P in the path space corresponding to the initial distribution e ) if and only if h(G; ) = 0, and the entropy h(G; ) has the following Shannon type equidistribution property: 1 n log n (x n ) ! ?h(G; )
a.e. and in the space L 1 (P) KV], De4].
Indeed, let k (resp., k ) be the partitions of the path space (G Z + ; P) such that two paths (x n ) and (x 0 n ) belong to the same class of k (resp., k ) i x i = x 0 i 8 i k (resp., x i = x 0 i 8 i k). Then the entropy of k is H( k ) = kH( ), whereas the conditional entropy of k with respect to n (provided k < n) obtained by integrating logarithms of the corresponding conditional probabilities is H( k j n ) = kH( ) + H( n?k ) ? H( n ) :
As the partitions n monotonously decrease to the tail partition , we have
Since triviality of the partition is equivalent to its independence of all k , i.e., to H( k j ) = H( k ) 8 k > 0, the tail partition is trivial (with respect to the measure P) i h(G; ) = 0. Coincidence of the tail and Poisson boundaries with respect to the measure P (see 2.3) nishes the proof.
The Bernoulli shift B in the space of increments of the random walk determines the measure preserving transformation (Ux) n = x ?1 1 x n+1 of the path space (G Z + ; P). Since n+m (x n+m ) n (x n ) m (x ?1 n x n+m ) ; and x ?1 n x n+m = (U n x) m , the equidistribution property immediately follows from Kingman's subadditive ergodic theorem De4].
Thus, the Poisson boundary is trivial i there exist " > 0 and a sequence of sets A n such that n (A n ) > " and log jA n j = o(n) (for, the maximal value for the entropy of a probability distribution on A n is log jA n j). This implies triviality of the Poisson boundary for all random walks with a nite rst moment on groups of subexponential growth, cf. with the original paper by Avez Av2]. Recall that the class of nitely generated groups of polynomial growth coincides with the class of nite extensions of nilpotent groups Gro1], whereas there are groups with growth intermediate between polynomial and exponential Gri].]
More generally, if the group G is nitely generated, and has a nite rst moment, then (again by Kingman's subadditive ergodic theorem) for any length function on G there exists a number l = l(G; ; ) (the linear rate of escape) such that (x n )=n ! l a.e. and in L 1 (G Z + ; P). Then the entropy criterion implies that the Poisson boundary is trivial if l = 0. In the case when the measure is symmetric and nitely supported, these two conditions are in fact equivalent Va1]. Whether for any nitely generated group G of exponential growth there exists a probability measure with a nite rst moment (or just nitely supported) with a non-trivial Poisson boundary is an open question. Another open question is whether for any nitely generated group the Poisson boundaries of all nitely supported symmetric non-degenerate measures are trivial or non-trivial simultaneously. For all known examples the answer to both these question s is \yes".
An interesting consequence of the entropy criterion is that if a measure on a countable group G has nite entropy H( ), then the Poisson boundaries of the measure and of the re ected measure (g) = (g ?1 ) are trivial or non-trivial simultaneously (for, the n-fold convolutions n and n have the same entropy, and thereby h(G; ) = h(G; )). Surprisingly, this is not true in general for measures with in nite entropy H( ); see Ka1] for an example. Note that for non-unimodular locally compact groups the situation is di erent because of the presence of the modular function in the expression for the density of the re ected measure, so that the di erential entropies of the measures and do not have to coincide (cf. 2.13). This fact can be used for evaluating the entropy h(G; ) for random walks on some non-unimodular groups De6].
2.11. Kullback{Leibler deviation and entropy of conditional walks.
By formula (2.2.1), P(C e;g j ) = (g) dg d ( ) for any g 2 G and a.e. 2 ?, so that 2.12. Geometric criteria of maximality.
Now we can formulate two simple geometric criteria of maximality of a -boundary for a measure with nite entropy. Both require an approximation of the sample paths of the random walk by a certain family of subsets of the group determined by the limit behaviour of the sample path Ka2], Ka11], Ka15]. For simplicity we shall formulate them under the assumption that G is nitely generated. Denote by d(g 1 ; g 2 ) = (g ?1 1 g 2 ) the left-invariant metric corresponding to a length function , and by B n the ball of radius n in G centered at the identity.
The rst criterion says that if there is a family of maps n : ? ! G such that a.e.
d(x n ; n (bnd x)) = o(n) ; then ? is the Poisson boundary (\ray approximation").
The other criterion applies simultaneously to a -boundary ? and to a -boundary ? (where (g) = (g) ?1 is the re ected measure of ). If there is a G-equivariant measurable map S assigning to pairs ( ? ; + ) 2 ? ? a non-empty subset S( ? ; + ) G such that for a.e. ( ? ; + ) 2 ? ? (2.12.1) 1 n S( ? ; + ) \ B (x n ) ! 0 in probability with respect to the measure P in the space of the sample paths of the random walk (G; ), then ? and ? are the Poisson boundaries of the measures and , respectively (\strip approximation").
We shall indicate here a proof of the \strip criterion", the \ray criterion" being an immediate corollary of formula (2.11.1). First note that the formula x n = x n?1 h n considered for all n 2 Z (and not just for positive n) determines an isomorphism between the space of bilateral sequences of independent -distributed increments (h n ); n 2 Z and the space (G Z ; e P) of bilateral paths (x n ); n 2 Z, the latter space being the product of spaces (G Z + ; P) and (G Z + ; P) of unilateral paths (x n ); n 2 Z + and ( x n ) = (x ?n ); n 2 Z + of random walks (G; ) and (G; ), respectively. The bilateral Bernoulli shift in the space of increments induces then an ergodic measure preserving transformation e U of the bilateral path space (G Z ; e P). Denote by bnd + x (resp., bnd ? x) the point from the boundary ? (resp., from ? ) determined by the \positive" (x n ); n 2 Z + (resp., \negative" ( x n ) = (x ?n ); n 2 Z + ) part of bilateral path (x n ); n 2 Z. Then bnd ( e U n x) = x ?1 n bnd x, so that by equivariance of the strip map S for any n 2 Z e P x n 2 S(bnd ? x; bnd + x) = e P e 2 S(bnd ? x; bnd + x) = p :
Since the strips S( ? ; + ) are a.e. non-empty, ergodicity of e U implies that p > 0, so that sample paths of the conditional walk conditioned by + 2 ? belong to S( ? ; + ) with probability p. Note that ergodicity of e U implies that the group G acts ergodically on the product of the Poisson boundaries of the measures and , see Ka10], Ka13].] Now, if the growth of the strips is controlled by (2.12.1), then the entropy of the conditional chain must be zero, so that ? is the Poisson boundary of (G; ). The same argument applied to the random walk (G; ) conditioned by ? 2 ? yields maximality of ? .
If the strips S( ? ; + ) grow subexponentially, i.e., log jS( ? ; + ) \ B n j = o(n), then the condition (2.12.1) is satis ed for any probability measure with nite rst moment (which automatically implies that the entropy H( ) is also nite), and if the strips grow polynomially then (2.12.1) is satis ed for any measure with a nite rst logarithmic moment P log + (g) (g).
The \ray criterion" provides more information than the \strip criterion" about the behaviour of sample paths of the random walk (which can be also useful for other issues than just identi cation of the Poisson boundary; e.g., see Ka17]). On the other hand, for checking the ray criterion one often needs rather elaborate estimates, whereas existence of strips is usually almost evident, and estimates of their growth are not very hard.
Let us return to the examples of -boundaries constructed in 2.7 and look at how the ray and strip approximation criteria can be used in these situations for proving maximality of these -boundaries.
For word hyperbolic groups the ray criterion (for measures with a nite rst moment) amounts to proving that for any sequence (x n ) in a Gromov hyperbolic space such that d(x 0 ; x n )=n ! l > 0 and d(x n ; x n+1 ) = o(n) there exists a geodesic such that d(x n ; (ln)) = o(n), whereas the strip corresponding to a pair of points ( ? ; + ) from the hyperbolic boundary is naturally de ned as the union of all geodesics with endpoints ? ; + Ka11]. In the case of groups with in nitely many ends for any two distinct two ends ? ; + there exists a ball of minimal radius R separating ? and + . Then the strip S( ? ; + ) is de ned as the union of all such R-balls. For cocompact lattices in rank one Cartan{Hadamard manifolds for applying the strip criterion one takes geodesics joining pairs of points from the visibility boundary BL1], Ka15]. In the case of the mapping class group the strips are de ned by using Teichm uller geodesic lines associated with any two distinct uniquely ergodic projective measured foliation KM] (note that in the last three situations the ray approximation either fails or is unknown). In all these cases the strips have linear growth, so that the strip criterion allows one to identify the Poisson boundary with the corresponding geometric boundary for all measures with nite entropy and nite rst logarithmic moment. However, the problem of proving maximality of the constructed -boundaries of these groups (or, just for the free group, to take the simplest case) for an arbitrary measure is still open.
See Section 3 for a description of the situation with discrete subgroups of semi-simple Lie groups.
In the case of polycyclic groups (see 2.9) the ray approximation follows from the global law of large numbers for solvable Lie groups, which allows one to approximate (in the enveloping solvable Lie group) a.e. sample path (x n ) by the sequence of powers g n Ka8]. The strip criterion requires considering simultaneously with the measure its re ected measure . In the same way as for the measure we obtain a -boundary N + (because the contracting subgroup for the re ected measure is precisely the expanding subgroup corresponding to ). Since the points from N ? (resp., N + ) are identi ed with cosets of the subgroup AN 0 N + (resp., AN 0 N ? ) in A i N, any pair of points from N ? and N + determines (as intersection of the corresponding cosets) a coset of AN 0 . After a modi cation this gives an equivariant map assigning to pairs of points from N ? N + subsets in G. Now, according to the strip criterion, for proving maximality we have to show that these strips are \thin enough", which boils down to an easy estimate of the growth of the neutral component along sample paths of the random walk. The general situation is intermediate between two extreme cases: when N 0 = feg, and when N 0 = N. In the rst case the strips are just cosets of A, so that the required estimate is trivial; whereas in the second case the strips coincide with G, and proving maximality of N ? = feg is equivalent to proving triviality of the Poisson boundary of (G; ) Ka15]. 2.13. Entropy for continuous groups and other generalizations.
The entropy approach (with some technical modi cations) can be also used for nding out when the Poisson boundary is trivial for random walks with absolutely continuous measure on general locally compact groups (in particular, Lie groups) Av3], Gu3], De5], Va2], Al]. Here one should replace the entropy H( ) with the di erential entropy
where m is the left Haar measure on G. For a measure with a non-trivial singular part the di erential entropy is in nite. However, the Poisson boundaries of measures = 0 + 00 and e = ( e + 0 + 0 2 + : : : ) 00 are the same Wi]. Thus, in the case when the measure is spread out, one can choose 00 to be absolutely continuous with bounded density and apply the entropy theory to the measure e . If the measure has a nite rst moment, then e also has a nite rst moment and nite di erential entropy. Formula (2.11.1) can be proved in this setup with convergence in the space L 1 , which is su cient for formulating geometric criteria of boundary maximality analogous to those from 2.12 Ka14].
Recall that the problem with the discrete groups was that the group was \too small" to act on the Poisson boundary transitively, whereas for groups which are \larger" than Lie groups (e.g., the a ne groups A (T 2 ) of a homogeneous tree of degree 3 which consists of all tree automorphisms which preserve a given end and contains A (Q 2 ) as a subgroup) the group is \too big" to have a subgroup with a free action on the Poisson boundary. However, the entropy approach can deal with all these situations in a uniform way. For example, for the real a ne group A (R) taking for strips the sets A = f(a; b) : b = g shows at once that the Poisson boundary coincides with R in the contracting case < 0 and is trivial in the expanding case > 0. The same idea works both for the dyadic a ne group A (Z 1 2 ]) Ka8], Ka15] and for the groups A (T d ) CKW].
The ideas described in 2.10{2.12 can be applied not only to random walks on groups but also to other invariant Markov operators. One example is provided by covering Markov operators Ka13], in particular, operators corresponding to Brownian motion on regular covers of compact Riemannian manifolds Ka3]. The entropy methods can be applied here either directly or by using discretization procedures connecting the Poisson boundary of a covering operator with the Poisson boundary of an appropriate random walk on the deck group (2.6). Without going into details we mention here absence of bounded harmonic functions on polycyclic covers of compact Riemannian manifolds proved in Ka3] by entropy methods (cf. with triviality of the Poisson boundary for polycyclic groups with centered measures, 2.9); expositions of this proof are given in An2] and Ly]. This result can be used for proving absence of K ahlerian structures on certain compact complex manifolds. Namely, suppose that the fundamental group of such manifold X is polycyclic, and its universal covering space admits a bounded holomorphic function. Since polycyclic covers do not admit bounded harmonic functions, there are no Riemannian metrics on X for which holomorphic functions are harmonic, in particular, no K ahlerian metrics Ka6]. See Li] for criteria of absence of bounded holomorphic functions on covers of compact complex manifolds.
There is another class of Markov operators which are \su ciently homogeneous", although generally speaking they are not endowed with any group action. These are Markov operators on equivalence relations, see 0.2. A nite stationary measure of the global Markov operator (such measures were called \harmonic" in the case of Riemannian foliations in Ga]) gives rise to a shift invariant measure in the path space. The general theory of Markov operators with nite stationary measure immediately implies that in this situation the global Markov operator P is ergodic (i.e., the shift in its path space is ergodic, or, equivalently, there are no global bounded P-harmonic functions) i the equivalence relation is ergodic in the sense that there are no non-trivial measurable unions of equivalence classes; e.g., see Ka9]. Thus, by the ergodic theorem the behaviour of a. e. sample path is \statistically homogeneous" globally (although every path is con ned to a single leaf). However, the local structure of a single leaf can be very complicated; in particular, the local leafwise operators may well have a non-trivial Poisson boundary.
The entropy methods can be used in this situation for identifying (or proving triviality of) the Poisson boundary of a single leaf. Among the examples are the Brownian motion on Riemannian foliations Ka4], random walks in random environment on groups (i.e., essentially, random walks along orbits of group actions) Ka7], and, more generally, random walks on arbitrary discrete equivalence relations Ka16]. Although any discrete equivalence relation is generated by a measure type preserving action of a certain countable group FM] , there are also numerous \natural" equivalence relations whose origin has nothing to do with group actions (e.g., the transversal equivalence relation of a foliation, or the trajectory equivalence relation of a non-invertible transformation). In the rst case one is often able to construct stationary measures of global Markov operators by using holonomy invariant measures, and in the second case by using Ruelle's Perron{ Frobenius theorem. Another example is the equivalence relation in the space of rooted trees (more generally, graphs) with trivial automorphism group, which is obtained by taking di erent roots of the same tree; then the equivalence classes are obviously given a tree structure, and any Galton{Watson branching process determines in a natural way a stationary measure for the simple random walk along the equivalence classes LPP] (see also Ka17] for other examples of stationary measures in this situation).
Note that the fact that triviality of the leafwise Poisson boundaries (in complete analogy with the group case) implies amenability of the foliation (or of the equivalence relation) was mentioned already in CFW]; another more constructive proof follows from the 0-2 laws (cf. 2.5). Thus, the entropy technique can be also used for establishing amenability of equivalence relation.
3. Semi-simple Lie groups and symmetric spaces 3.1. Asymptotic geometry and compacti cations of symmetric spaces.
Let G be a non-compact real semi-simple Lie group with nite center, and K { its maximal compact subgroup (example: G = SL(n; R) and K = SO(n)). By S = G=K we shall denote the corresponding symmetric space, which is a simply connected Riemannian manifold with non-positive sectional curvatures (a Cartan{Hadamard manifold).
The Riemannian manifold S being a Cartan{Hadamard manifold, its geometrically most natural compacti cation is the visibility compacti cation EO]: a sequence of points x n converges in this compacti cation if and only if directions of the geodesic rays o; x n ] converge for a certain ( any) reference point o 2 S. In other words, the boundary of S in this compacti cation @S (the sphere at in nity of S) can be identi ed with the unit sphere of the tangent space at the point o = K 2 S. Another interpretation of the sphere at in nity is that it is the space of asymptotic classes of geodesic rays in S (two rays are asymptotic if they are within bounded distance one from the other). For any 2 @S and x 2 S there exists a unique geodesic ray which emanates from x and belongs to the class .
Let a 1 + (resp., a 1 + ) be the set of unit vectors in a dominant Weyl chamber a + of the Lie algebra a of a xed Cartan subgroup A (resp., in the closure a + ). In the case G = SL(n; R) the group A consists of all diagonal matrices with positive entries, and a + is the set of all vectors ( 1 ; 2 ; : : :; n ) with 1 > 2 > > n and 1 + 2 + + n = 0. is the centralizer of A in K (if G = SL(n; R), then N is the nilpotent group of upper triangular matrices with 1's on the diagonal). Thus, G-orbits S a in @S corresponding to non-degenerate vectors a are isomorphic to the homogeneous space B = G=P, which is called the Furstenberg boundary of the symmetric space S (or, of the group G). Orbits corresponding to degenerate vectors are quotients of G by non-minimal parabolic subgroups, i.e., quotients of B. For G = SL(n; R) the boundary B is the space of full ags in R n , and its quotients are spaces of partial ags. In the rank one case the sphere at in nity consists of a single G-orbit and coincides with the Furstenberg boundary.
Another interpretation of the Furstenberg boundary can be given in terms of Weyl chambers in maximal totally geodesic at subspaces of S ( ats) which for general symmetric spaces play the same role as geodesic rays and in nite geodesic in the rank one Denote by m the unique K-invariant probability measure on B, then g 1 m = g 2 m for g 1 ; g 2 2 G i g 2 = g 1 k for a k 2 K, so that the map go 7 ! gm determines an embedding of the symmetric space S into the space of Borel probability measures on B. The closure of the set fgmg; g 2 G in the weak topology gives the Furstenberg compacti cation of the space S Fu1] . The boundary of the Furstenberg compacti cation is larger than the Furstenberg boundary B (except for the rank one case), as the limit measures on B are not necessarily -measures.
The Furstenberg compacti cation coincides with (the maximal) one of the compactications introduced earlier by Satake Sa] , so that it is often called the Furstenberg-Satake compacti cation Moo]. Namely, the Furstenberg compacti cation can be obtained by taking a realization of S by Hermitian positively de ned matrices determined by an irreducible faithful representation of G with dominant weight in the interior of a Weyl chamber (in the case G = SL(n; R) such a realization is given just by the formula go 7 ! (gg t ) 1=2 ), and taking then the closure in the projective space of matrices. Roughly speaking, the di erence between the visibility and the Furstenberg compacti cations is in using projectivization before or after applying the exponential map. The visibility and Furstenberg compacti cations are incomparable (unless S has rank one, in which case they coincide). For example, for G = SL(3; R) the sequences of diagonal matrices exp(n + p n; n ? p n; ?2n) and exp(n; n; ?2n) converge to the same point in the visibility compacti cation, but to di erent points in the Furstenberg compacti cation; on the other hand, the sequences exp(n; 0; ?n) and exp(2n; n; ?3n) converge to the same point in the Furstenberg compacti cation, and to di erent points in the visibility compacti cation.
Yet another compacti cation of S was introduced by Karpelevich Kar] . One can associate a symmetric space S with rank strictly less than the rank of S and a projection : S ! S with any point from the visibility boundary @S (the space S consists of a single point i the vector a = a( ) is in the interior of the Weyl chamber). Then the Karpelevich compacti cation is de ned inductively (we do not describe here its topology): in the rank 1 case it coincides with the visibility compacti cation, whereas in a higher rank case the closure of S is the disjoint union of S and Karpelevich compacti cations of all symmetric spaces S ; 2 @S. If the rank of S is greater than one, then the Karpelevich compacti cation is stronger than both the visibility and the Furstenberg compacti cations.
See Ta5] for a description of these compacti cations restricted to a Cartan subgroup A (i.e., to a at in S).
3.2. Convergence in symmetric spaces.
We begin with convergence in the Furstenberg compacti cation. Contraction properties of the action of G on B allow one to use the idea of Furstenberg described in 2.7 and to prove the following result GR1].
A measure on the Furstenberg boundary B is called irreducible if (B n B b ) = 0 8 b 2 B. Let be a probability measure on G. If the closed semigroup sgr( ) in G generated by supp satis es certain natural irreducibility conditions (these conditions are satis ed if sgr( ) is Zariski dense in G GM], although they are weaker than Zariski density GR2]), then there exists a measurable map x 7 ! (x) from the path space of the random walk (G; ) to the Furstenberg boundary B such that for any irreducible probability measure on B and a.e. sample path x = (x n ) the sequence of measures x n converges weakly to the -measure at the point (x); the distribution of (x) is the unique -stationary measure on B, and it is irreducible. In particular, the sequence x n o converges to (x) in the Furstenberg compacti cation. Now, polar or Iwasawa decompositions give rise to natural transitive actions on B, which implies (see 2.8) that the Poisson boundary can be identi ed with the Furstenberg boundary for spread out measures on G (if one considers arbitrary initial distributions on G rather than e , then the Poisson boundary is one of nite covers of B described in Fu1]). Now let us look at the convergence in the visibility compacti cation. For a point x 2 S denote by a = a(x) the uniquely determined vector from a + such that x = k exp(a)o for k 2 K, then d(o; x) = kak. We shall say that a sequence of points z n in S is regular if there exists a geodesic ray and a constant l > 0 such that d ? z n ; (ln) = o(n), i.e., if the sequence z n asymptotically follows a geodesic. Clearly, any regular sequence z n converges in the visibility compacti cation, and have the properties: (i) d(z n ; z n + 1) = o(n) ;
(ii) 9 a = lim a(z n )=n 2 a + .
It turns out that, conversely, any sequence in S satisfying the conditions (i) and (ii) is regular Ka5]. Let be a probability measure with a nite rst moment on G, i.e. R d(o; go) d (g) < 1, and let z n = x n o, where x n is a sample path of the random walk (G; ), i.e.,
x n = h 1 h n is the product of n independent -distributed increments h i . Applying Kingman's multiplicative ergodic theorem to nitely dimensional irreducible representations of G one can prove existence of the limit (ii), which is called the Lyapunov vector of the measure . Since d(z n ; z n+1 ) = d(o; h n+1 o), condition (i) is also satis ed because the measure has nite rst moment. Thus, for a.e. sample path (x n ) the sequence x n o is regular, and, in particular, converges in the visibility compacti cation (provided the Lyapunov vector is non-zero). Under the same irreducibility conditions as for convergence in the Furstenberg compacti cation the Lyapunov vector belongs to a + GR2].
The notion of regular sequences in symmetric spaces is inspired by the classical notion of Lyapunov regularity of matrices. A sequence of matrices A n 2 SL(n; R) is For example, using an embedding of a polycyclic group into SL(n; Z), one can obtain another description of the Poisson boundary for measures with nite rst moment on polycyclic groups as a set of ags (not necessarily full ones) in R n (cf. 2.12).
3.3. Brownian motion on symmetric spaces.
The Laplace{Beltrami operator of the Riemannian metric on S determines a diffusion process (Brownian motion) on S. Since the group G acts on S by isometries, the transition probabilities of the Brownian motion are G-invariant. Hence, the onedimensional distribution t at time t of the Brownian motion starting at the origin o is K-invariant, and there exists a uniquely determined convolution semigroup t on G such that the measures t are bi-invariant with respect to K and t is the image of t under the map g 7 ! go. By K-invariance, the integral of the measures gm on the Furstenberg boundary B with respect to t coincides with the (unique) K-invariant measure m. Thus, for any function b f 2 C(B) the Poisson integral h b f; gmi determines a bounded harmonic function on S, so that by the (continuous time) martingale convergence theorem a.e. sample path of the Brownian motion converges in the Furstenberg compacti cation (cf. 2.7). Using the fact that the measures t charge the whole group G, one can check that the limit points of the Brownian motion a.e. belong to the Furstenberg boundary B (i.e., the corresponding limit measures are -measures, cf. 3.2); then by K-invariance the harmonic measure of a point go 2 S must be gm.
The fact that B is the whole Poisson boundary can be proved by considering the action of the groups K or N on the boundary B Fu1] (see 2.8). Note that another proof is provided by the entropy technique (cf. 2.12, 2.13).
Thus, the Poisson formula for symmetric spaces has the form f(gK) = h b f; gmi with the Poisson kernel being given by the derivatives dgm=dm. For the hyperbolic plane which is the simplest symmetric space this is precisely the classical Poisson formula for bounded harmonic functions in the (Poincar e) disc.
A representation of all minimal harmonic functions on S corresponding to a real eigenvalue was obtained by Karpelevich Kar] Recall that if the rank of S is greater than one, the boundary of the Furstenberg compacti cation is larger than the Furstenberg boundary, i.e., there exist sequences g n 2 G such that the limit of the harmonic measures g n m is not a -measure. This fact leads to the following property of harmonic functions on higher rank symmetric spaces Fu3]:
( ) There exists " > 0 such that for any two harmonic functions f 1 ; f 2 on S with 0 f i (x) 1 and f i (o) 1 2
?" the minimum of f 1 and f 2 does not tend to zero at in nity. Using a discretization of the Brownian motion one can show that for any lattice ? in G there is a probability measure on ? such that -harmonic functions on ? have the property ( ) (this application was the reason why Furstenberg considered the discretization problem). On the other hand, discrete subgroups of rank one semi-simple Lie groups (or, more generally, discrete groups of isometries of Gromov hyperbolic spaces) can not have the property ( ) as it follows from the description of their -boundaries constructed in 2.7. Thus, lattices in higher rank semi-simple Lie groups can not be realized as discrete subgroups of rank one semi-simple groups Fu3], which was one of the rst results of rigidity theory. Applying this idea to the mapping class group allows one to prove that neither the mapping class group itself nor its non-elementary subgroups can be lattices in higher rank semi-simple Lie groups KM]. See Gu5] for other applications of the boundary theory to algebraic properties of subgroups of semi-simple groups.
In the visibility compacti cation trajectories of the Brownian motion on S converge a.e. to the orbit of the vector =k k, where is the half-sum of positive roots in a taken with their multiplicities (the vector belongs to the interior of the Weyl chamber so that this orbit is, of course, B). This Apparently, the simplest way to prove convergence in the visibility compacti cation (i.e., in polar coordinates) is to identify the symmetric space S with the solvable group NA using the Iwasawa decomposition (i.e., to introduce horospheric coordinates on S), and to deduce then convergence in polar coordinates from convergence in horospheric coordinates. Let n and a be the Lie algebras of the groups N and A, respectively, so that T o S = n a. Then the Laplacian of the symmetric space splits as the sum = n a of di erential operators on N and on A, and a = 0 ? 2 , where 0 is the Euclidean Laplacian on a R d (here d is the rank of S). Thus, the Brownian motion on S in the horospheric NA coordinates is a di usion process with \negative" drift ?2 , so that it converges in horospheric (cf. with the group A (R) in 2.9) and polar coordinates Ta2], Bab4]. Yet another proof can be obtained by using only the fact that for the Brownian paths x t = k t exp(a t )o there exists the limit lim a t =t = 2 and that a.e. supfd(x t ; x t+ ) : 0 1g = o(t). These two properties alone guarantee that x t converges both in polar and in horospheric coordinates and (x t ; k 1 exp(2 t)o) = o(t) for the limit geodesic (t) = k 1 exp( =k kt)o Ka5].
A description of the Martin boundary was obtained by Dynkin Dy1] for the group SL(n; C ), by Nolde Nol] for a complex semi-simple Lie group, and by Olshanetsky Ol1] , Ol2] in the general case. Olshanetsky's approach uses harmonic analysis on G to obtain an asymptotic of the Green kernel (from an asymptotic for the zonal spherical functions) and gives also (the same) description of -Martin boundaries corresponding to eigenvalues > 0 strictly larger than the top of the spectrum 0 = ?k k 2 of the Laplacian on S. Note that a similar approach was used by Bougerol Bo1] , Bo2] to obtain an asymptotic of the Green kernel in the interior of the Weyl chamber for a general random walk on G determined by a bi-invariant (with respect to K) measure .
As it is explained in GJT], the description of Olshanetsky means that the Martin compacti cation is the minimal compacti cation dominating both the visibility and the Furstenberg compacti cations. The Martin compacti cation is weaker than the Karpelevich compacti cation (there exists a continuous equivariant map from the latter to the former), and they coincide i the rank of S is not greater than 2 (in the rank one case all compacti cations coincide). For = 0 asymptotics of Olshanetsky show that the Martin compacti cation coincides with the Furstenberg{Satake compacti cation. Another, more geometrical proof of the latter fact was obtained by Guivarc'h and Taylor by geometrical methods GT1], GT2].
In the particular case when S is a product of two (or several) hyperbolic spaces H n (not necessarily of the same dimension n) an asymptotic of the Green kernel (and a description of the Martin boundary) was also obtained by Giulini and Woess GW] by integrating the asymptotics of the heat kernel on hyperbolic spaces due to Davies and Mandouvalos DMan] . In the discrete situation the Martin boundary for the simple random walk on a product of two homogeneous trees was described in PW4] by using the asymptotics of Lalley La1] . In the same way, by using the asymptotics from La2], one can obtain a description of the Martin boundary, say, for a random walk determined by a nitely supported measure on a product of two free groups.
A recent paper by Guivarc'h Gu7] contains a detailed exposition of the boundary theory for semi-simple Lie groups (both over the real and local elds). In particular, using estimates of the Green kernel due to Anker and Ji AJ] and Harnack's inequality, Guivarc'h obtains a description of the Martin boundary of symmetric spaces by more geometrical methods than in Ol2]. As it is pointed out in Gu7], explicit formulas for the spherical functions on semi-simple groups over local elds given in Mac] lead to a description of the Martin boundary in that case (analogous to the real situation).
Since the Brownian motion on S can be interpreted as an invariant di usion process on the solvable group NA, the results of Olshanetsky give a description of the Martin boundary for this process (see Bab3] for an instructing survey of this approach).
Note that so far the only way of identifying the Martin boundary for a solvable Lie group R is realizing it as a homogeneous Cartan{Hadamard manifold M and considering on R the invariant di usion process corresponding to the Brownian motion on M (see Bab2] for asymptotic properties of such processes). The only other example is a class of invariant di usion processes on the a ne group, for which the Martin boundary was described in Mol2] by analytic means. Geometrically these processes correspond to the Brownian motion on the upper half-plane with a vertical drift.
If M is a rank one symmetric space, or if M is a non-symmetric harmonic space corresponding to an H-type group DR], then the Martin compacti cation is homeomorphic to the sphere. Olshanetsky's results give an example of solvable groups with \complicated" Martin boundary. However, in contrast with the Poisson boundary, the situation with the Martin boundary (especially, with describing its topology rather than just identifying minimal harmonic functions) for all other random walks on solvable groups remains almost completely unclear (e.g., cf. conjectures from LS]).
